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Discuss
What is something to which you are devoted?

What are obstacles to your devotion to what you answered above? 
And what has helped you be more devoted to it?

Answer #2 with respect to your devotion to God / your walk of faith.

Read 
Acts 2:42-47

Going “Beyond the Resurrection” entails being devoted to _________ _____________1 

What does Hebrews 10:24-25 say is an important reason for living community (or being part of a church)?

*According to Acts 2:42-47, living community stirs our devotion in 4 aspects:

1. Living community stirs our devotion in ___________________2 things (v.42)
List the four “ordinary” things to which the early believers were devoted in v.42. To which are you devoted? 
Which are a struggle to be devoted to?

“Precisely when we recognize that we are sinners do we perceive that we are brothers.” - Karl Barth

 

1 living community
2 ordinary things



2. Living community stirs our devotion with extraordinary results (v.43)
→ What do the signs & wonders done through the apostles tell us about them?

→ When was the last time you were in awe & wonder? What did God have to do with it?

3. Living community stirs our devotion in ______________________3 ways 
               (vv.44-47a)
What sticks out to you - or strikes you as “countercultural” - about what the believers were doing, according to 
these verses?

What do we or could we do that would be similarly countercultural?

What does it mean for the church to have “centripetal force”?

4. Living community stirs our devotion to see God __________4 people to Himself! 
               (v.47b)
→ The Acts of the Apostles could be called the “Acts of the Word of God.”
Read the following passages about this main theme of Acts:
 Acts 6:7 12:24, 13:49, 19:20, 28:31 … 

*Write a prayer about where/to whom you desire God’s word to spread, “Acts 29:1”:

*Are you devoted to living community? … How?

*How might God use & shape our living community (church) this year?!?

3 countercultural
4  draw


